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InLight study: insights into chemical processes using
light
Optical process analytics – this fast and non-contact method of measuring
chemical and physical parameters provides high-density information without
the need to take samples. What’s more, it can be shrunk to a far smaller size
and is easy to integrate into existing process lines. From its location in Aachen,
Germany, the Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology led a consortium to
analyze the future potential of this technique in cooperation with BAM and
RWTH Aachen University. The purpose of the study, entitled “Inline process
analytics with light – InLight”, was to develop a technology roadmap and a
detailed white paper that will be presented to a wider public in early 2017.

Process analytical techniques – a promising sector
One of the keys to the success of chemical-physical and biotech production processes is
the ability to measure critical process parameters accurately in-line. “Process analytical
technology (PAT) is a good tool in this context, and one for which optical measuring
techniques are particularly useful”, says Dr. Reinhard Noll, head of measurement
technology and EUV sources at Fraunhofer ILT.
Making optical PAT suitable for harsh industrial environments rather than just the
laboratory requires robust, automated sensor systems that fulfill the process
requirements. With this goal in mind, the consortium led by Fraunhofer ILT investigated
four key topics. The first was spectroscopic methods, which can be used even by
people who have no specialist knowledge, and the team established that there are
good development opportunities in this area. Their findings revealed considerable
demand for versatile devices that can be used to measure parameters in the solid,
liquid and gaseous aggregation states.

Optical access with no maintenance required
The second topic, optical access, focuses primarily on the vision of maintenance-free
optical access. This topic also requires significant R&D investment in areas such as
optical windows with integrated functional elements; for instance, smart windows.
The study team also came up with a tough set of requirements for the third topic, laser
beam sources. These include affordable light sources (priced at < 1000 euros) for a
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wide range of applications (from mid-infrared to ultraviolet); they feature a long
operating time (> 100,000 hours) and an extended range of operating temperatures.

Making sensor calibration simpler
Whether or not PAT systems succeed depends heavily on future progress in the fourth
topic area: calibration, soft sensors and sensor fusion. The study team compiled a wish
list that includes hugely simplified sensor calibration as well as the ability to transfer
calibration settings from one device to another. The technology roadmap highlights
different ways of meeting the team's medium- and long-term goals, including sensor
fusion, self-diagnostics, automated sensor calibration and in situ qualification.
In early 2017, Fraunhofer ILT will be uploading a white paper to its website entitled
“Optical process analytics – industry requirements, future perspectives and key R&D
challenges.”
www.ilt.fraunhofer.de/de/projekte/inlight

Detailed study: In-line process analytics with light – InLight
From October 2015 to October 2016, a consortium of experts led by Fraunhofer ILT
carried out a detailed study of in-line process analytics with light. The team also
included experts from the Berlin-based Federal Institute for Materials Research and
Testing (BAM), RWTH Aachen University, and 14 companies from Germany and
Austria.
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Picture 1:
“Throwing light into the
process”: Determination of
chemical parameters by
optical measurement
through a vessel wall.
© Fraunhofer ILT, Aachen,
Germany.
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The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the leading organization for applied research in Europe. Its research activities are conducted by 67 institutes and
research units at locations throughout Germany. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft employs a staff of 24,000, who work with an annual research budget
totaling more than 2.1 billion euros. Of this sum, more than 1.8 billion euros is generated through contract research. More than 70 percent of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s contract research revenue is derived from contracts with industry and from publicly financed research projects. Branches
in the Americas and Asia serve to promote international cooperation.
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